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Lincoln Park Zoo
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Urban ecology

Disease ecology

Wildlife ecology

How does urban living impact 

wildlife health?
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Rats 101

Predicting infestations

Public health risks

Rats and people as a 

coupled system
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Rat Ecology

Wide and varied diet Fast reproduction

Tactile and olfactory cues
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Why study urban rats?

Close 

proximity to 

people

Property 

damage and 

public health

Global 

distribution

>$27 billion in damages
(Pimentel et al., 2007)
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Safety risks from rats

Data from Conover, 2019
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Public health risks from rat infestations

>27$ million

Environmental contamination Leptospirosis (Costa et. al 2015)

- >1 million cases annually

- 58,000 deaths per year

- Fever

- Pain

- Kidney failure

- CNS damage
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Public health risks from rat infestations

Food-borne pathogens Salmonella (Himsworth et al. 2015) 

Escherichia coli 

Antibiotic resistance

Methicillin-resistant 

Staphylococcus 

aureus
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Rat management

Poison / Rodenticides

- 68 – 80% of control products purchased (USEPA 2006)

- 40 – 50 million containers per year in households 
(Kaukeinen et al, 2000)

- Harmful effects for predators

Integrated Pest Management

- Sanitation / human behavior

- Exclusion

- Removal (CO2, baiting, physical, contraception)

- Knowledge of rat ecology
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How to predict where mitigation is needed?

Few studies!

More rats with lower incomes,

more vacant housing (e.g. Rael et al., 2016)

Small spatial scales in 

high-risk areas (e.g. Himsworth et al., 2014)
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Complaints are growing

Rats in Chicago
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Rats in Chicago – disparities between neighborhoods

1970 2017

Source: Voorhees Center, University of Illinois at Chicago

Very low incomes Very high incomes
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The Chicago Rat Project

Goal: Learn more about the ecology of Chicago’s rats 
to predict health risks and reduce conflicts

• Q1: What features promote rat infestations?

• Q2: What features promote rat zoonotic infection?
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Rats 101

Predicting infestations

Public health risks

Rats and people as a 

coupled system
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Sampling rats through pest management

19k 100k

Household

income

Landmark Pest Management
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Do complaints reflect areas with more rats?
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Predicting trap success using complaints

Results

Trap success  ~            Complaints       +           Renters         +          Vacant land 

Adjusted R² = 0.84, p = 0.0002
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Habitat features that promote rat infestations?
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Habitat features that promote rat infestations?
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Rats 101

Predicting infestations

Public health risks

Rats and people as a 

coupled system
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“…do we really want healthy rats?”

Impacts of urbanization 

and management

Ecosystem health, 

sanitary conditions

Public health risks 

from zoonoses
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Biological samples

Sex, reproductive status, morphometrics Kidneys for Leptospira spp. 

Lower intestine for culture:

- Salmonella sp., 

- E. coli, 

- Campylobacter sp., 

- Staphylococcus aureus 

Genetics at Field Museum
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Learning from rat hair

• Stress
• Diet
• Relationship with infection risk?
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Analysis

• Candidate models

• Pathogen positive ~ Individual and block variables

• Relative abundance (trap success)

• Season

• Characteristics: Age, sex, body condition

• Sanitation 

• Logistic regression

• Trapping location as random effect
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Sanitation

150m buffer
(Combs et al., 2018)

Standing water complaints Food inspections

- Rodent violations

19k 100k
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Informing proactive management
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Complaints as indicators of rat abundance

• Useful indicator for rodent control mitigation

• More uniformly negative perception? (vs. black bears Howe et al 2010)

• Reactive!
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Sanitation and Leptospirosis risk

Water and transmission Dog exposure and infection risk

…even in high income neighborhoods White et al., 2017
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Informing proactive management

Restaurants at interface of rats and people

13% in Chicago, 

but in one year
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Rats 101

Predicting infestations

Public health risks

Rats and people as a 

coupled system
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What about people?
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How do rat infestations affect resident experiences, 
attitudes, and health outcomes?

Attitudes and behavior

Physical and 

mental health

Infestations
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How does rodent control affect disease risk 
for rats and their predators?

Rodent 

control

Infestations

Traps and poison

Carnivores
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Attitudes and behavior

Physical and 

mental health

Rodent 

control

Infestations

Feedbacks in a coupled system

Traps and poison

Carnivores
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Partner institutions
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Activities

Surveys and interviews

Rat trapping by residents

Cat colony sampling
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Survey research questions

• How often do Chicagoans see rats?

• What do residents think about rats and rodent control? 

• What physical and mental health risks are residents exposed to?

• Do rat infestations affect support for urban wildlife?
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Survey questions

• Experiences with rats

• Attitudes about rats

• Knowledge and use of rodent control

• Neighborhood and housing characteristics

• Exposure to disease risks from rats

• Physical and mental health issues

• Experiences and attitudes about urban wildlife
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Perceptions of rats

Attitudes about rats

Attitudes about 

other urban wildlife

Perception of 

health risks

Anxiety 

and fear

Engagement 

with rodent control

Experiences with rats
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Qualitative and quantitative approaches

Byers, 2019
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Rats and mental health

• Center for Epidemiologic Studies-Depression Scale

• How does rat exposure negatively impact mental health?

• Fear of disease, helplessness, stigma/isolation

• Frequent sightings = 72% more likely to report depressive 
symptoms (German et al. 2016)

• Is there a dose-response relationship between rat exposure and 
mental health impacts?

• Neighborhood disorder
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Study areas

12 community areas

x    12 census blocks

x ~ 15 on a block

=    2,160 mailed surveys

x    30% response rate

=    720 surveys
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Spatially balanced sampling

Census block 

group data

Select 12 

representing 

extremes more 

than random

ID sampling 

areas in space 

based on 

values
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Rat trapping

Do survey responses differ with trap success?

Who is at risk of diseased rats on their property?

Citizen/community scientists
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Cat sampling – Treehouse Humane Society

How often are free-living cats exposed to rat poisons?

Does this make them more susceptible to parasites?
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Summary

• Rats found throughout Chicago, especially in dense 
neighborhoods in areas with accessible garbage

• Zoonotic infection associated with local sanitation and 
socioeconomic status, depending on mode of transmission

• Coupled systems thinking can help… 

• Link infestations with health outcomes

• Understand public perception of urban wildlife

• Identify best management practices
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Please take our pilot survey!

Surveymonkey.com/r/rats
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Thank you! 
Questions?

Ecube labs

maureenmurray@lpzoo.org


